
COUPLES CAMP
with Kaley Klemp and Sue Heilbronner

Join seasoned executive and relationship coaches Kaley Klemp and Sue Heilbronner
for a two-day, in-person couples immersion. In this program, you and your partner will
explore your thoughts, feelings, and stories about yourselves, each other, and your
relationship. You’ll come to understand your own relationship “operating system”
better so that you can show up with even more presence for your partner. You will
gain tremendous new insights on how your individual OS’s work together in winning
and less-than-winning ways, and you’ll leave with strategies and tactics to increase
empathy, optimize your connection, and find greater love and satisfaction in your
relationship.

Leveraging core models of Conscious Leadership as well as Kaley’s additional insights
developed and shared in her book The 80/80 Marriage, we intend to create an
atmosphere of inquiry, engagement, and awareness. Along the way, we also plan to
have some fun.

Experience deep intimacy on your own, with your partner, and connection with others in
our workshop group
Develop self-awareness around the question “How can I be a ‘good partner’?”
Reveal and clear feelings and thoughts that you have been withholding
Enhance skills of conscious listening and have real experiences of being fully heard by
your partner
Identify one conscious or unconscious pattern that is operating for you in your
relationship or among the two  of you as a couple and determine whether you’re willing to
shift that pattern
Clarify the current set of expectations each of you has for the other and whether your
other is presently willing to meet those expectations; develop an updated set of clean,
explicit agreements with your partner
Explore your values, priorities and boundaries as a couple so you say “yes” and “no”
intentionally
Play together: take all this potentially serious stuff a bit less seriously

BENEFITS TO INDIVIDUALS AND COUPLES:

FIND OUT MORE AT WWW.HEYSUE.COM/COUPLES-CAMP

https://www.heysue.com/couples-camp


KALEY WARNER KLEMP is a sought-after speaker, YPO and executive team facilitator,
transformational executive coach, and dynamic couples coach. She advises senior
executives on how to uncover and address core challenges in communication, trust and
culture. Kaley is an Enneagram personality model specialist, helping organizations
outperform their competitors by unlocking a deeper understanding of what motivates
and drives people. Kaley’s most recent book, The 80-80 Marriage, co-authored with her
husband, is an accessible, transformative guide for couples seeking greater love,
connection, and intimacy in our modern world. Kaley also co-authored The Drama-Free
Office and The 15 Commitments of Conscious Leadership, 
and she wrote 13 Guidelines for Effective Teams.

MORE ABOUT THE FACILITATORS

What is the investment?

 $5,000 per couple plus travel expenses for the two-day program in Boulder, CO

When and where?

The program spans two full days in Boulder, CO. 
Tuesday, May 24th (9am - 5pm MT) and Wednesday, May 25th (9am - 4pm MT)

DETAILS AND LOGISTICS

How do I sign up?
Reach out at heysue.com/contact.

Creating intimacy in relationships
Understanding how your Enneagram Personality Types interact in relationship
Conscious communication
Conscious listening
Exploration of unconscious commitments
Making, keeping, and updating clean agreements
80/80 Relationships

SKILLS YOU’LL BUILD:

You’re willing to support yourself and your partner in exploration
You’re willing to challenge and be challenged 
You’re willing to tell and hear the truth
You have a strong foundation and willingness to dive in with an authentic, intimate cohort

AGREEMENTS IN ORDER TO ATTEND:

SUE HEILBRONNER is a seasoned tech executive and
former federal civil rights prosecutor turned leadership 

facilitator and coach. Sue is co-founder and CEO of MergeLane, a venture capital fund
targeting companies with at least one woman in leadership, and of Leadership Camp. 
Sue works closely with high-potential executives and teams of growth companies to make
Conscious Leadership principles core to their operating systems. She has developed and
facilitated Couples Camps, where she deploys those same tools of Conscious Leadership 
to unlock greater intimacy, authenticity, trust, and fun for couples ready to amplify their
partnerships.

https://kaleyklemp.com/
https://www.sueheilbronner.com/
http://www.heysue.com/contact
http://heysue.com/

